Abstract. Active trading in influence, namely promising, giving an undue advantage to someone, who asserts or confirms that he or she is able to exert an improper influence over third persons, is not explicitly regulated by the HCC. Exceptionally this conduct may be qualified as active bribery of domestic or foreign (international) public officials, but only if the active influence trader intends that the passive influence trader (on the basis of their arrangement) will transmit the undue advantage to the public official. Other cases of active trading in influence are not punishable under Hungarian Law, e.g. when the entire advantage is given to an influence trader, who asserts only his or her influence (without pretending the commission of active bribery). In this regard the Hungarian legislation is not in conformity with the requirements of the COE Convention, which oblige member states to active trading in influence irrespective of the allegation of bribery. Hungarian criminal law shall be harmonized with the requirements of the COE Convention by penalizing active trading in influence.
Introduction
Criminal liability for trading in influence is a relatively new phenomenon in national criminal laws.
1 Criminalization of corruption offences was traditionally limited to passive or active form of bribery. At the third millennium only a limited number of countries (e.g. Belgium, France, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia) provided for an explicit incrimination of trading in influence.
2 The scope of the offence descriptions are not identical, since e.g. certain legislations criminalise only asking or accepting the undue advantage, 3 but others penalize also those perpetrators who gives or promise it. 4 It should be noted, however, that certain conducts qualified as trading in influence in a country are penalized in other jurisdictions as bribery.
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The disparity of national regulations is mirrored at the international level. Certain international conventions (instruments), when oblige member states to criminalise corruption, explicitly or actually cover only the offence of bribery. The following international instruments are founded on this restrictive approach of criminalisation:
-the protocol to the convention on the protection of the European Communities' financial interests (27 September 1996); 6 -the convention on combating bribery of foreign public officials in international business transactions (adopted on 21 November 1997 in the framework of OECD); 7 -the convention drawn up on the basis of Art. k.3 (2) (c) of the Treaty on European Union on the fight against corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of member states of the European Union (26 May 1997); 8 -the joint action of 22 December 1998 adopted by the Council on the basis of Art. k.3 of the Treaty on European Union, on corruption in the private sector. 9 Only the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption adopted on 27 November 1999 in the framework of Council of Europe (hereinafter COE Convention) 10 contains explicit provisions on trading in influence on public officials.
11 Trading in influence on executives of business organisations is not covered by this instrument, while both bribery of public officials and bribery committed in the private sector shall be penalized (at least as a principle). 
Protected interest
The Explanatory Report explicitly states: "[c]riminalising trading in influence seeks to reach […] the corrupt behaviour of those persons who are […] contributing to the atmosphere of corruption." 26 At it was correctly pointed out by Stessens, trading in influence does not presuppose the breach of the principal-agent relationship which forms the bedrock of the classical concept of public corruption. 27 It should be emphasized that in certain cases even the commission of bribery of public officials do not jeopardise official duties, but only infringe the confidence in the impartiality of public administration.
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Taking into account this background, the subsequent criminalisation of trading in influence seems to be self-evident, since asserting an improper influence could be as much detrimental to the trust in public administration as the (sometimes false) appearance of venality.
Conducts on the active and passive side
The conduct of the bribee (requesting, accepting the undue advantage or the promise thereof) is usually called "passive bribery", while the offence of the briber (promising, offering, giving the advantage) is denominated by the attribute "active". The distinction between active and passive side is relevant also with respect to the regulation of trading in influence. The "passive" form presupposes that a person, asserting a real or pretended influence on third persons, requests, receives or accepts an undue advantage with a view of assisting the person who supplied the undue advantage by exerting the improper influence. "Active" trading in influence means that a person promises, gives or offers an undue advantage to someone who asserts or confirms that he is able to exert an improper influence over third persons. 29 The terms "active" and "passive" trading in influence are not used by the conventions, but mentioned in the explanatory reports 30 and in the related legal literature.
31 The COE Convention obliges states parties to penalise both passive and active trading in influence. However, states parties can use the possibility of partial reservation to restrict the scope of incrimination to the passive side. This could have been done by Hungary, when it deposited its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.
Influence
2.4.1. Real, intended, exerted or successful influence The COE Convention does not require real influence, only the assertion thereof. Factual connection between the influence trader and the public official is, therefore, not required by the definition. COE Convention covers also cases when the influence-trader only asserts, but does not intend to exert his or her real influence on the public official. It is explicitly 26 provided in the COE Convention that trading in influence should be criminalised "whether or not the influence is exerted or whether or not the supposed influence leads to the intended result".
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The possibility of the partial reservation, however, enables member states to restrict the scope of the offence description by requiring the existence of real, intended or (successfully) exerted influence. Criminal law of the United kingdom (on the basis of the corresponding reservation) remains to be confined to those cases of trading in influence in which an agency relationship exists between the person who trades his influence and the person he influences.
33 Even partial reservations, in which (successfully) exerted influence is required as an element of trading in influence, are compatible with the COE Convention. The reservation under Art. 37 may even neutralize the explicit prohibition in Art. 12, according to which the offence shall be criminalized "whether or not the influence is exerted or whether or not the supposed influence leads to the intended result".
According to Stessens "[i]t is a matter of some regret that the drafters of the convention have not … required that the person concerned has influenced the decision making process […] , or, at least, he was actually able to influence it".
34 In my opinion, requiring real, intended or (successfully) exerted influence would fundamentally alter the nature of the offence. By penalising the assertion of real (intended) influence or requiring (successful) exertion thereof, the offence of trading in influence protects only the decision-making process of public officials. If the confidence in the impartiality of public administration is to be secured, the alleged exertion of influence (in exchange of undue advantage) shall be criminalised as well.
The improper influence
According to the COE Convention the influence must be improper, therefore, as it is stated by the Explanatory Report, acknowledged forms of lobbying do not fall under the offence description. 2.4.3. Influence on domestic, foreign or international public officials According to Art. 12 of the COE Convention the asserted influence is connected to the decision-making of following types of public officials, namely -domestic public officials (including judges), -members of domestic public assemblies, -foreign public officials (including judges), -members of foreign public assemblies, -officials of international organisations (including judges and officials of international courts), -members of international parliamentary assemblies, For the purposes of the COE Convention "public official" shall be understood by reference to the definition of "official", "public officer", "mayor", "minister" or "judge" in COE Convention covers trading in influence on public officials (including members of public assemblies and judges) irrespective of whether they are exercising public power at domestic, foreign or international bodies (or organisations). The possibility of partial reservation, however, enables national legislators to exclude cases, when the asserted influence relates to foreign or international public officials. The French Republic reserved the right not to establish as a criminal offence the conduct of trading in influence defined in Art. 12 of the Convention, in order to exert an influence, as defined by the said article, over the decisionmaking of a foreign public official or a member of a foreign public assembly. 37 2.4.4. The passive influence trader According to the COE Convention the scope of perpetrators is not confined to public officials. In the legal literature some regret was expressed that the scope of criminal liability is too wide in this respect. 38 It should be noted, however, that the obligation of the COE Convention can be restricted by applying partial reservation to offenders who are public officials or holders of public functions. 39 Belgium reserved the right not to establish as a criminal offence under its domestic law the conduct referred to in Art. 12 of the Convention which does not concern the use by a person holding a public function of the influence-be it real influence or supposed influence-that he or she disposes of owing to his or her function.
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It should be noted, however, that this restriction of the offence description does not sufficiently protect either the impartial decision making process or the public confidence therein. Decisions of public officials may be influenced not only by their colleagues, but by relatives or friends. By asserting such an influence not only public officials, but anyone may suggest that the decision making in the public sphere is not impartial. To comprehensively protect these interests it requires that criminal law shall cover all influence traders regardless of their status as public officials.
Hungarian law
The first Hungarian Criminal code in 1878 provided for bribery of public officials as a single offence of corruption. Separate regulation on trading in influence on domestic public officials was introduced into Hungarian criminal law only in 1942. Trading in influence on state organs and economic enterprises was criminalised in 1971 during the socialist era. The contemporary Hungarian Criminal Code (HCC) adopted in 1978 contracted these offences in Section 256. The regulation covers trading in influence on domestic public officials and trading in influence on economic enterprises and non-profit organisations. Trading in influence on foreign or international public officials was subsequently (in 1998) introduced into Section 258/E. of the HCC as a separate offence ("trading in influence international relations").
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Taking into account this evolution (extension of the criminalisation) -trading in influence on domestic public officials, -trading in influence on foreign (or international) public officials, -trading in influence on business and non-profit organisations may be distinguished in the HCC.
Trading in influence on domestic public officials is committed by somebody, who "by asserting that he is able to influence a public official, requests or accepts an undue advantage for himself/herself or on behalf of another person". Trading is influence on domestic officials is a felony which is punishable by imprisonment of one to five years. HCC defines the concept of domestic public official with reference to certain positions and/or functions. Particular positions, namely Members of Parliament, the President of the Republic, the Prime Minister; judges, prosecutors shall always be considered as public officials. In addition, domestic public officials are those persons whose "activity forms part of the proper functioning of" certain public authorities (state administration organs, local government organs, courts, prosecutor offices, the Constitutional Court etc.). The concept of public officials comprises persons, who entrusted with public power (public administrational duties) at organs (or bodies), which exceptionally (on the basis of a legal regulation) fulfil tasks of public power (public administration), e.g. teachers at state exams.
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Trading in influence on foreign (international) officials is regulated as a separate offence in Hungarian Criminal Law. According to Section 258/E the crime is committed by any person, who-asserting to influence a foreign public official-requests or accepts an unlawful advantage for himself or on behalf of another person. Trading is influence on foreign (international) officials is a felony which is punishable by imprisonment up to five years. It is correctly pointed out in the legal literature that an independent offence description in Section 258/E is superfluous, since the regulation is almost identical with Section 256 (1) of HCC. Trading in influence on foreign (international) officials should have been regulated rather as an extension of Section 256.
43 HCC provides for a legal definition of "foreign public official", which shall relate not only to foreign, but also to international officials. The concept of foreign public officials comprises -a person serving in the legislative, judicial or administrative body of a foreign state, -a person serving in an international organization created under international convention, whose activities form part of the organization's activities, -a person elected to serve in the general assembly or body of an international organization created under international convention, -a member of an international court that is vested with jurisdiction over the territory or the citizens of the Republic of Hungary, and any person serving in such international court, whose activities form part of the court's activities, Trading in influence on economic enterprises and non-profit organisations is regulated by Section 256 (3) a) of HCC. The offence is committed by "any person who requests or accepts an undue advantage for himself/herself or on behalf of another person by asserting that he is able to influence employees (of members) of economic enterprises or non-profit organisations". The concept of economic enterprise comprises budgetary organs, namely public schools, public hospitals performing public functions and financed from the state budget. If the employee (or a member) of the budgetary organ is entrusted with public power (public administrational duties), asserting influence thereon shall be qualified as trading in influence on public officials.
Protected interest
Criminalisation of trading in influence on public officials protects the public confidence in impartial decision making of domestic public officials.
44 It was concluded from the fact that the definition of trading in influence is fulfilled even if it is impossible that the public official breaches his or her official duties. This interpretation may be extended, mutatis mutandis, to trading in influence on foreign or international public officials. With regard to trading in influence on economic enterprises and non-profit organisations, the protected interest may be conceptualized as public confidence in impartial decision making of these organisations. It was correctly pointed out in the legal literature that this rationale of criminalisation should be reconsidered with regard to economic enterprises after the fall of the socialist era and at the dawn of market economy.
45 Unlike planned economy of the socialism, in a market economy the requirement of impartiality may not give reasons for the identical scope of offence descriptions for trading in influence in the public sphere and in the business (nonprofit private) sector.
The undue advantage
With regard to bribery it is widely acknowledged that the advantage may not be considered as undue, if its acceptance is permitted by explicit legal norms or staff regulations. In absence of such a regulation the legality of the advantage is vividly disputed in the legal literature. With regard to trading in influence criminal courts shall decide the undue nature of the advantage without any statutory basis. Act No. XLIX. of 2006 permitted to act as a registered lobbyists and excluded the undue nature of those advantages accepted in compliance with its provisions. 47 The entire act was abrogated by Section 19 b) of Act. No. CXXXI of 2010 (new regulation of civil participation in law-making), the question of lobbying became thus unregulated. It should be noted, however, that in my opinion, the legality or illegality of the advantage is closely connected to the improper nature of the influence.
The conduct
In contrast to bribery, the regulation of the HCC covers only passive side of trading in influence, namely requesting or accepting the undue advantage. Accepting the promise of the undue advantage, which is criminalized as bribery, is not punishable at the offence of trading in influence.
Active side of trading in influence is not explicitly punishable, namely the offence description of the HCC does not cover giving or promising of the undue advantage. In the judicial practice active trading in influence is not punished, even if it may be qualified as soliciting or aiding (abetting) of passive trading in influence. It is usually maintained that the legislation purposely leave this conduct out of the ambit of criminal law. This interpretation is mainly supported with the observation that in the context of corruption offences the active side shall be explicitly criminalized as a separate offence (as it is regulated by bribery).
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According to the judicial practice, 49 giving or promising the undue advantage (active trading in influence) is qualified as active bribery, 50 if the passive influence trader asserts or pretends that he/she is bribing a public official. Active bribery means giving (or promising) of an unlawful advantage in connection with the official capacity of a public official to him (or her) or in consideration of him (or her) to anybody else. According to the judicial practice not only relatives of public officials, but also passive influence traders may be targets of the undue advantage. This interpretation does not depend on whether the passive influence trader intends, attempts or actually commits the asserted (pretended) active bribery.
In my opinion this interpretation of the Supreme Court is applicable mutatis mutandis to trading in influence on foreign (international) public officials, which definition is similar to bribery of domestic public officials. With regard to budgetary organs and private sector entities, however, the criminal liability of the active influence trader for bribery presupposes that he or she the gives or promises the undue advantage to induce the executive of the economic enterprise to breach his or her duties. The above described interpretation is derived from the definition of active bribery, and it, therefore, does not depend on the fact that the assertion of active bribery is not regulated as an aggravating circumstance of passive trading in influence. 47 
Perpetrator
The scope of influence traders is not restricted, the offence may be committed by anyone. Even public officials may be perpetrators of trading in influence by requiring or accepting an undue advantage by asserting influence on another public officials. 51 If, however, a public official requires or accepts an undue advantage for instructing inferior public officials, his or her conduct is qualified as bribery. If the passive influence trader actually bribes a public official etc., he or she shall be liable for active bribery and trading in influence. 
The asserted improper influence
The perpetrator shall request or accepts the undue advantage by asserting that he/she is able to influence a public official. The connection between the public official and the influence trader can be real (friendship, love) or only purported. The actual or attempted exertion of the influence is not, consequently, contained as an element of the offence description.
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The improper nature of the influence is not an element of the current offence description. It is widely acknowledged, however, that the offence description requires that the asserted influence induce the public official to take into account factors irrelevant in the case (his/her connection with the influence trader etc.). 
Aggravating circumstances
The punishment for trading in influence on domestic public officials shall be imprisonment of two to eight years, if the perpetrator:
-asserts or pretends that he/she is bribing a public official; -pretends to be a public official; -commits the criminal act for regular financial gain. At the offence trading in influence on foreign and international officials the HCC provides for no aggravating circumstances.
The punishment for trading in influence in the private sector is up to three years of imprisonment if the employee (or the member) is authorised to act independently. If trading in influence in the private sector is committed for regular financial gain, the punishment is imprisonment up to three years or in case the employee (or the member) is authorised to act independently the offence is punishable with imprisonment of one to five years. The assertion of bribery or pretending to be a public official is not an aggravating circumstance of this offence.
Evaluation of the implementation by the GRECo
When the compliance of the Hungarian legislation with the COE convention was evaluated by the GRECO, it was ascertained that "there [was] no specific provision which […] cover active trading in influence in the Hungarian Criminal Code".
Hungarian authorities claimed "that active trading in influence is fully covered by the provisions of active bribery of domestic public officials […] and active bribery of foreign public officials and international officials […] since these provisions cover all cases when "the advantage is offered/promised/given »to another person on account of« the official". This term "refers to a person, who-regarding his/her real or pretended relation to the public official-may be able to influence the actions of the public official".
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The report explicitly mentions that "the representative of the Academia was clearly of the opinion that Hungarian law was not in full compliance with Art. 12 of the Convention in this respect".
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The GET accepted "that […] the provisions on active bribery may apply also to situations of active trading in influence", when the "bribe transmitted by the influence peddler to the influenced official". It was also pointed out that according to the COE Convention, "[i]t is not a condition that the public official should be bribed by the influence peddler; the (asserted or confirmed) exertion of an improper influence over the decisionmaking of the official can be different from the (promised) undue advantage. In the view of the GRECO Evaluation Team "it has not been substantiated that the Hungarian criminal law covers all possible situations of active trading in influence as foreseen in Art. 12 of the Convention". Therefore it was recommended that active trading in influence shall be regulated to be "in full conformity with Art. 12 of the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption". 
Evaluation of the author
In contrast to several states, Hungary made no reservations 58 to Art. 12 of the Convention. Therefore, it is obliged to criminalize trading in influence on public officials as it is defined by the COE Convention.
Passive trading in influence on domestic, foreign and international public officials is a separate criminal offence under Hungarian criminal law regulated by Sections 256 and 258/E of the HCC. Requesting and accepting of undue advantages is punishable irrespective of whether the undue advantage is requested or received by a public official or by anyone else. The offence description covers real, pretended, intended or exerted influence. In this regard the Hungarian criminal law is in conformity with the requirements of the COE Convention.
Active trading in influence, namely promising, giving an undue advantage to someone, who asserts or confirms that he/she is able to exert an improper influence over third persons, is not explicitly regulated by the HCC. Exceptionally, this conduct may be qualified as active bribery of domestic 59 or foreign (international) public officials, 60 but only if the active influence trader intends that the passive influence trader (on the basis of their arrangement) will transmit the undue advantage to the public official. Other cases of active trading in influence are not punishable under Hungarian Law, e.g. when the entire advantage is given to an influence trader who asserts only his or her influence (without pretending the commission of active bribery). In this regard the Hungarian legislation is not in conformity with the requirements of the COE Convention, which oblige member states to active trading in influence irrespective of the allegation of bribery. Hungarian criminal law shall be harmonized with the requirements of the COE Convention by penalizing active trading in influence. 61 The COE Convention does not oblige state parties to criminalize trading in influence on budgetary organs, economic enterprises and non-profit organisations. Decision on upholding, decriminalising or restricting the offence of trading in influence in these spheres shall be made by national legislator. In this regard the transition to market economy may justify the restriction of the criminal offence to budgetary organs (hospitals, nurseries etc.). Trading in influence in the private owned business sector shall be decriminalised. 59 Section 253 of HCC. 60 Section 258/B of HCC. 61 According to Art. 37 of COE Convention reservations may be made only at the time of signature or when the state deposits its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.
